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( 24 slides in total )

which is proportional to twice the area of the unitarity triangle [14].

Figure 2: Kaon unitarity triangle.

Although the best direct experimental information on the K0
L ! !0""

mode will be from the full E391a data set, the first preliminary result for
the branching ratio is B(K0

L ! !0"") < 2.1 " 10!7 as a 90% confidence-
level (C.L.) upper limit [15]. A more stringent constraint can be derived by
using the information on the charged mode [16] and isospin symmetry, and
is called “Grossman-Nir (GN) bound” [17]:

B(K0
L ! !0"") # 4.4 " B(K+ ! !+"") (3)

which gives
B(K0

L ! !0"") < 1.4 " 10!9. (4)

As discussed in Ref. [17], this bound is valid in virtually any extension of the
Standard Model. By comparing this model-independent bound and the SM
prediction, it is clear that there is still considerable room for new physics in
K0

L ! !0"". But even if the experimental measurement of B(K0
L ! !0"")

was found to be in agreement with the SM expectation with a small relative
error, this information would translate into a unique and precious insight
about the CP and flavor structure of any extension of the SM. These features
make the experimental search for K0

L ! !0"", at the SM level and below,
a must-do experiment.

The super-weak model, which causes CP violation only in the mixing
(!S = 2 transition), is almost ruled out by the recent #"/# experiments at
Fermilab [18] and CERN [19]. However, the other primary explanation, the
CKM matrix (i.e. the Standard Model), accommodates the experimental
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物理の目的

•                          崩壊の 分岐比 を測定して

標準模型を越える物理の フレーバー構造 を探索する。

• Direct CP violation  -  クォークフレーバー混合の 複素位相 

KL → !0""

3 ! 10
!11

in the SM

Fig. 1: Leading-order electroweak diagrams contributing toK ! !""̄ in the SM.

2 THE GOLDENMODES:KL ! !0""̄ ANDK+ ! !+""̄

G. Buchalla, T. Hurth

The decay modes K ! !""̄ are flavour-changing neutral current transitions, which are induced in the
SM at one-loop order through the diagrams shown in Fig. 1.

The rare decay KL ! !0""̄ is one of the most attractive processes to study the physics of flavour.
In particular, KL ! !0""̄ is a manifestation of large direct CP violation in the SM. A small effect

from indirect CP violation related to the kaon # parameter contributes less than " 1% to the branching

ratio, and is therefore negligible. In addition , KL ! !0""̄ can be calculated as a function of funda-
mental SM parameters with exceptionally small theoretical error. The main reasons are the hard GIM

suppression of long-distance contributions [18, 19], and the semileptonic character, which allows us to

extract the hadronic matrix element #!0|(s̄d)V |K0$ from K+ ! !0e" decay using isospin symmetry.
As a consequence, the KL ! !0""̄ amplitude is based on a purely short-distance-dominated flavour-
changing neutral current matrix element, which is reliably calculable in perturbation theory. The CP

properties help to improve further the theoretical accuracy, rendering even the charm contribution com-

pletely negligible, so that the clean top contribution fully dominates the decay. Next-to-leading QCD

effects have been calculated and reduce the leading-order scale ambiguity of " ±10% to an essentially

negligible " ±1% [20]. Isospin-breaking corrections in the extraction of the matrix element have also

been evaluated, and lead to an overall reduction of the branching ratio by 5.6% [21]. Uncertainties from

higher-order electroweak corrections are likewise at the level of a percent [22]. In total, the theoreti-

cal uncertainty in KL ! !0""̄ is below 3%. Consequently, on the order of a 1000 background-free
events could still be used without being limited by theoretical uncertainties. The theoretically very clean

relationship between theKL ! !0""̄ branching fraction and fundamental SM parameters reads

B(KL ! !0""̄) = 1.80 % 10!10
!

Im$t

$5
X(xt)

"2

= 4.16 % 10!10 %2A4
!

m̄t(mt)

167GeV

"2.30

(1)

Here $t & V "
tsVtd; $ = 0.22, A & Vcb/$2 and % are Wolfenstein parameters of the CKM matrix, and

X(xt) is a function of the top-quark MS-mass m̄t(mt): xt & (m̄t(mt)/MW )2.

The CP-conserving modeK+ ! !+""̄ is also of great interest, being sensitive to |Vtd|. Compared
to the neutral channel, K+ ! !+""̄ has a slightly larger theoretical uncertainty, which is due to the
charm contribution that is non-negligible in this case. Explicit expressions can be found in the third

reference of [20].

The study of K ! !""̄ can give crucial information for testing the CKM picture of flavour

mixing. This information is complementary to the results expected from B physics and is much needed

to provide the overdetermination of the unitarity triangle necessary for a decisive test. Let us briefly

illustrate some specific opportunities.

The quantity B(KL ! !0""̄) offers probably the best accuracy in determining |ImV "
tsVtd| or,

equivalently, the Jarlskog parameter JCP = Im(V "
tsVtdVusV "

ud), the invariant measure of CP violation
in the SM. The prospects here are even better than for B physics at the LHC [23]. For example, a 10%
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Fig. 3: Schematic determination of the unitarity triangle vertex (!, ") from the B system (horizontally hatched) and from

K ! #$$̄ (vertically hatched). Both determinations can be performed with small theoretical uncertainty and any discrepancy

between them would indicate new physics, as illustrated in this hypothetical example.

Fig. 4: Typical contributions toK ! #$$̄ in supersymmetry with the exchange of squarks and gauginos.

effects in supersymmetric models [27] are induced through box and penguin diagrams with new internal

particles such as charged Higgs or charginos and stops, as seen in Fig. 4, replacing theW boson and the

up-type quark of the SM shown in Fig. 1. In the so-called ‘constrained’ minimal supersymmetric standard

model (MSSM), where all flavour-changing effects are induced by contributions proportional to the CKM

mixing angles, the ‘golden relation’ (4) is valid. Therefore the measurement of B(KL ! !0""̄) and
B(K+ ! !+""̄) still directly determines the angle # and a significant violation of (4) would rule out
this model (a recent general discussion of models with minimal flavour violation can be found in [28]).

Given the present experimental status of supersymmetry, however, a model-independent analysis

including also flavour mixing via the squark mass matrices is more suitable. The new sources of flavour

violation can then be parametrized by the so-called mass-insertion approximation, in an expansion of

the squark mass matrices around their diagonals. It turns out that supersymmtric contributions in this

more general setting, also called the ‘unconstrained’ MSSM, allow for a significant violation of, for

example, relation (4). An enhancement of the branching ratios by an order of magnitude for KL !
!0""̄ and by about a factor of three for K+ ! !+""̄ relative to the SM expectations is possible,

mostly due to the chargino-induced Z-penguin contribution [29]. Recent analyses [29, 30, 31] within
the unconstrained MSSM focused on the correlation of rare decays and $!/$, the parameter of direct CP
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ASM(s! d!!̄) =
!

q=u,c,t

V !
qsVqd Xq

SM "
m2

t

M2
W

("5 + i"5) +
m2

c

M2
W

ln
mc

MW
" +

!2

M2
W

"

• V!A current is conserved: 

large logarithms appear 

only in charm sector

Q! = (s̄L!µdL)("̄L!µ"̄L)3%

29%
68%

+3%

 +29%
+68%

top charm up

Warm-up: basic facts about s!d""
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Figure 2: First observation of K0
S
! !0e+e! [32] (left) and K0

S
! !0µ+µ! [33] (right).

3.2 K ! !""

Branching ratios for the K+ ! !+"" and K0
L
! !0"" decays [45] are represented in the SM as

B(K+ ! !+"") = ( 5.30 " 10!11 ) · C!"" " [ (#0 # #)2 + $2 ] (3)

and

B(K0
L
! !0"") = ( 23.2 " 10!11 ) · C!"" " [ $2 ] , (4)

respectively, where

C!"" $ [
B(K+ ! !0e+")

4.87 " 10!2
] " [

|Vcb|
0.0415

]4 " [
X(xt)

1.529
]2 , (5)

X(xt) is the Inami-Lim loop function [46] with the QCD correction, xt is the square of the
ratio of the top to W masses. #0 in B(K+ ! !+"") 6 is estimated to be % 1.37. Long-
distance contributions are negligible, and the hadronic matrix elements are extracted from
the K+ ! !0e+" decay. The theoretical uncertainty in B(K+ ! !+"") is 7% from the
charm-quark contribution in the next-to-leading logarithmic(NLO) QCD calculations in #0 and
would be reduced by performing a next-to-NLO calculation, while the theoretical uncertainty
in B(K0

L
! !0"") is only 1-2%. With the #-$ constraints from other kaon and B decay

experiments, the SM prediction is (7.8±1.2)"10!11 for B(K+ ! !+"") and (3.0±0.6)"10!11

for B(K0
L
! !0""). New physics beyond the SM could a!ect these branching ratios [47, 48, 49],

and the # and $ (and sin 2%1) determined from K ! !"" and those from the B system would
be di!erent [50]. Since the e!ects of new physics are not expected to be too large, a precise
measurement of a decay at the level of 10!11 is required.

The E787 and E949 collaborations for K+ ! !+"" and related decays measure the charged
track emanating from K+ decays at rest. The !+ momentum from K+ ! !+"" is less than
227MeV/c, while the major background sources of K+ ! !+!0 (K+

!2, B=21.2%) and K+ !
6The departure of !0 from unity, without which the branching ratio should be proportional to |Vtd|2, measures

the relative importance of the internal charm-quark contributions.
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Figure 2: First observation of K0
S
! !0e+e! [32] (left) and K0

S
! !0µ+µ! [33] (right).

3.2 K ! !""

Branching ratios for the K+ ! !+"" and K0
L
! !0"" decays [45] are represented in the SM as

B(K+ ! !+"") = ( 5.30 " 10!11 ) · C!"" " [ (#0 # #)2 + $2 ] (3)

and

B(K0
L
! !0"") = ( 23.2 " 10!11 ) · C!"" " [ $2 ] , (4)

respectively, where

C!"" $ [
B(K+ ! !0e+")

4.87 " 10!2
] " [

|Vcb|
0.0415

]4 " [
X(xt)

1.529
]2 , (5)

X(xt) is the Inami-Lim loop function [46] with the QCD correction, xt is the square of the
ratio of the top to W masses. #0 in B(K+ ! !+"") 6 is estimated to be % 1.37. Long-
distance contributions are negligible, and the hadronic matrix elements are extracted from
the K+ ! !0e+" decay. The theoretical uncertainty in B(K+ ! !+"") is 7% from the
charm-quark contribution in the next-to-leading logarithmic(NLO) QCD calculations in #0 and
would be reduced by performing a next-to-NLO calculation, while the theoretical uncertainty
in B(K0

L
! !0"") is only 1-2%. With the #-$ constraints from other kaon and B decay

experiments, the SM prediction is (7.8±1.2)"10!11 for B(K+ ! !+"") and (3.0±0.6)"10!11

for B(K0
L
! !0""). New physics beyond the SM could a!ect these branching ratios [47, 48, 49],

and the # and $ (and sin 2%1) determined from K ! !"" and those from the B system would
be di!erent [50]. Since the e!ects of new physics are not expected to be too large, a precise
measurement of a decay at the level of 10!11 is required.

The E787 and E949 collaborations for K+ ! !+"" and related decays measure the charged
track emanating from K+ decays at rest. The !+ momentum from K+ ! !+"" is less than
227MeV/c, while the major background sources of K+ ! !+!0 (K+

!2, B=21.2%) and K+ !
6The departure of !0 from unity, without which the branching ratio should be proportional to |Vtd|2, measures

the relative importance of the internal charm-quark contributions.
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Figure 2: First observation of K0
S
! !0e+e− [32] (left) and K0

S
! !0µ+µ− [33] (right).

3.2 K ! !""

Branching ratios for the K+ ! !+"" and K0
L
! !0"" decays [45] are represented in the SM as

B(K+ ! !+"") = ( 5.30 " 10−11 ) · C!"" " [ (#0 # #)2 + $2 ] (3)

and

B(K0
L
! !0"") = ( 23.2 " 10−11 ) · C!"" " [ $2 ] , (4)

respectively, where

C!"" $ [
B(K+ ! !0e+")

4.87 " 10−2
] " [

|Vcb|
0.0415

]4 " [
X(xt)

1.529
]2 , (5)

X(xt) is the Inami-Lim loop function [46] with the QCD correction, xt is the square of the
ratio of the top to W masses. #0 in B(K+ ! !+"") 6 is estimated to be % 1.37. Long-
distance contributions are negligible, and the hadronic matrix elements are extracted from
the K+ ! !0e+" decay. The theoretical uncertainty in B(K+ ! !+"") is 7% from the
charm-quark contribution in the next-to-leading logarithmic(NLO) QCD calculations in #0 and
would be reduced by performing a next-to-NLO calculation, while the theoretical uncertainty
in B(K0

L
! !0"") is only 1-2%. With the #-$ constraints from other kaon and B decay

experiments, the SM prediction is (7.8±1.2)"10−11 for B(K+ ! !+"") and (3.0±0.6)"10−11

for B(K0
L
! !0""). New physics beyond the SM could a!ect these branching ratios [47, 48, 49],

and the # and $ (and sin 2%1) determined from K ! !"" and those from the B system would
be di!erent [50]. Since the e!ects of new physics are not expected to be too large, a precise
measurement of a decay at the level of 10−11 is required.

The E787 and E949 collaborations for K+ ! !+"" and related decays measure the charged
track emanating from K+ decays at rest. The !+ momentum from K+ ! !+"" is less than
227MeV/c, while the major background sources of K+ ! !+!0 (K+

!2, B=21.2%) and K+ !
6The departure of !0 from unity, without which the branching ratio should be proportional to |Vtd|2, measures

the relative importance of the internal charm-quark contributions.
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!10!11

標準模型 での K ! !""̄

2004 2007
K+ 7.8 +- 1.2  (15%) 7.83 +- 0.82  (10%)
KL 3.0 +- 0.6  (20%) 2.49 +- 0.39  (16%)

- NNLO QCD calculations  (Buras et al.  ’05, ‘06)

- Kl3 matrix elements (Mescia-Smith ‘07)

- non-perturbative effects due to charm&up  (Isidori et al.  ’05)
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program at J-PARC:  E14

KEK, Kyoto, NDA, Osaka, Saga, Yamagata,

Arizona State, Chicago, Michigan-Ann Arbor,

JINR,

 National Taiwan,

Pusan National, Seoul, CheonBuk

K
0

L ! !
0
""̄

J-PARC
 E14 collaboration

•日本

• KEK

• Inagaki, Komatsubara, Lim, 
Watanabe, ...

•京都大学

• Nanjo, Nomura, Sasao, ... 

• NDA

• Matsumura, Shinkawa, ...

•大阪大学

• Yamaga, Yamanaka, ...

•佐賀大学

• Suzuki, Kobayashi, ...

•山形大学

• Iwata, Tajima, Yoshida, ...

•米国

• Arizona State Univ

• Univ of Chicago

• Univ of Michigan, Ann Arbor

•ロシア

• JINR

•台湾

• National Taiwan Univ

•韓国

• Pusan National Univ

• Univ of Seoul

• CheonBuk National Univ

[new to the J-PARC experiment]

Many young people
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• Proposal  [2006 April],  101 pages

• Report to the 2nd J-PARC PAC meeting  [2007 Jan],  23 pages

• Report to FIFC, beamline  [2007 May],  52 pages
Report to FIFC, detector  [2007 June],  72 pages

• Report to the 3rd J-PARC PAC meeting  [2007 July],  28 pages

• Report to E14 Review/Planning Committee  [2007 Oct],  42 pages 

Stage1 approval  ←  1st PAC meeting (2006 July)

FIFC meeting  (2007 June)

Stage2 recommendation  ←  3rd PAC meeting (2007 July)

review committee  (1st meeting: Nov 14 Wed)
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be performed with the K1.1 beam line optimized for K+ ! !+""̄ . The limited Phase
1 budget allows, however, one primary line and one production-target in the K-Hall [1].
An example of preliminary layout of the K-Hall is shown in Fig. 10. A low-energy, two-
stage separated K+ beam line, viewing the T1 target at 6 degree and in 24-m long, is
considered.

Figure 10: Preliminary layout of the K-Hall. “K1.1” to the right is for low-energy K+’s.

To reduce the pion contamination and the background to K+ ! !+""̄ due to beam
pions scattered into the detector, a K+ beam line with a high K+/!+ ratio (> 3)
should be constructed at K-Hall. The K+ momentum must be low (600-800 MeV/c).
Right now we are investigating the optimization of the kaon beam line for K+ ! !+""̄
at the K-Hall, based on the experience of E787 and E949. An idea is a shorter beam
line with lower K+ momentum.

• The counting-rates in the most subsystems related to the beam analysis and photon
veto analysis in the E787 and E949 detectors were proportional to the incident kaons,
not to the kaons at rest in the target [38]. That means, with the same incident flux
and by lowering the beam momentum (and reducing the amount of material in the
degrader), the kaon stopping fraction increases while accidental hits decrease 6.

6Also, using additional proton intensity to extend the spill length without increasing the instantaneous
rate raises the number of kaon decays per hour without impacting the acceptance.

15

KL

extraction: 16 degree 

30GeV proton

20m from T1 target 
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原子核素粒子実験施設委員会

原子核素粒子
実験施設委員会

(NPFC)
2003-2004

ビームライン
レイアウト案

2004 Feb
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per solid angle per incident proton is reduced and its momentum distribution
is softer than at PS-K0. As shown in Fig. 10, the KL momentum has a peak
at 1.3 GeV/c and the average momentum is 2.1 GeV/c, lower than 1.8 GeV/c
and 2.6 GeV/c at the PS-K0 line.

However, the extraction at a larger angle is an advantage because high
momentum neutrons are significantly suppressed as shown in Fig. 10. Be-
cause the higher momentum neutrons have a larger probability for contribut-
ing to background, the softer momentum distribution reduces the number
of neutron-induced background events.

Table 2 summarizes the parameters of the beam line.

Figure 10: Momentum distribution of KL (left) and neutron (right). The
solid line is for the KL beamline in Step 1, and the dashed line is for the
PS-K0.

The total length of the beam line is 20 meters which is long enough
to remove hyperon contamination and to install additional collimators for
further suppression of halo neutrons.

The PS-K0 beam line has the greatest suppression of beam halo in the
world, about five orders of magnitude lower than the beam core. This sup-
pression is obtained with five stages of thick tungsten collimators as shown in
Fig. 11. The amount of the beam halo is well reproduced by GEANT-based
Monte Carlo calculations. Most of beamline components will be reused.
Because the collimators are thick enough to prevent neutrons from passing
through, the upgrade of the beamline is focused on removing a source of
halo neutrons identified in the E391a experiment.

The main source of halo neutrons in the PS-K0 beam line is multiple

24

neutron

Figure 3: Top: side view of the E391a detector; bottom: illustration of the
halo-neutron background.

5

core
neutron

! background?
• ! (m=548MeV/c2)"## (BR=40%)

• halo neutron + charged veto around the 
beam produces !?

3.2. DETECTOR ELEMENT 25

3.2 Detector element

3.2.1 Overview

As mentioned in Section 2.3, we measured photon energies and positions by an electromagnetic
calorimeter and detected all the extra particles by a hermetic detector system.

Figure 3.5 shows an overview of the E391a detector. KL’s decayed in the vacuum decay
region of 10!5 Pa. We put most of the detector components inside a vacuum vessel to avoid
any absorption of photons and charged particles.

The electromagnetic calorimeter was placed at the downstream end of the decay region
to detect two photon energies and positions. Other detector components were used to detect
photons that did not hit the calorimeter. The decay region was covered by Main Barrel (MB).
The upstream of the decay region was covered by Front Barrel (FB) and Collar-Counter-02
(CC02) to suppress background events from KL’s decaying upstream of the decay region. To
detect photons going parallel to the beam and through the beam hole, we placed CC03, CC04,
CC05, CC06 and CC07 perpendicular to the beam axis. These detectors were surrounding the
beam holes. Back Anti (BA) was placed at the end of beam in oder to detect photons going
through the beam hole and undetected by other detectors. To detect charged particles, three
charged veto detectors: CV, BCV and BHCV were set.

Total length of the detector system was 10 m. Table 3.2 lists positions, dimensions, brief
configurations and the number of readouts of each detector element.

We defined the E391a coordinate system. The !"z was according to the beam direction.
Our reference point in the z-axis was the front surface of FB. The !"y was the vertically upward
direction of the system. The !"x satisfied the relation of the right-hand system, i.e. !"x = !"y #!"z .

Figure 3.5: An overview of the E391a detector. KL’s enter from the left side.

3.2.2 Electromagnetic calorimeter

We used an array of CsI crystals as an electromagnetic calorimeter. As shown in Fig. 3.6,
the electromagnetic calorimeter was in a circular shape and 1.9 m in diameter. There was

Reconstructed z vertex

η background ?
m = 548MeV,    η→γγ (40%)

KL

halo neutrons significantly made
backgrounds in E391a
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6 Design of the beamline

Figure 10 shows the overall beamline layout. In order to share the T1
target with other secondary beamlines, the collimation system of the neutral
beamline starts at 6.5m downstream from the target. Since there are many
materials, in particular for the K1.1 beamline, we have to check carefully
the e!ects of them.

Figure 10: Plan view of the overall beamline layout for Step 1.
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KLラインの特徴

磁石が一台しかない
(荷電粒子を除去する
sweeping magnet)

ビームハローをけずる
collimators

図
1.15: T1標的

1.3.3
実験予定

J-PARC E14 実験は平成
20年

12月に最初のビームが取り出されビームラインの性能評

価実験が行われる。そのときのビーム強度は設計ビームの
1/1000である

10 11ppp程度が

予想されており測定項目はビーム形状、ビームコア／ハローのエネルギー分布と
Flux、お

よび
!線、ミューオンと熱中性子の

Fluxである。その実験データの解析を行い本実験の

ビームライン設計に反映させ平成
22年から

K
L !

" 0##̄稀崩壊分岐比測定実験を行う予

定である。

20
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@KEKPS との違い

2.3. Collimation scheme

The bottom figure in Fig. 1 shows the beam-
collimation scheme. Cylindrical disks of 5 cm-thick
tungsten are arranged to approximate the lines
indicated in the bottom figure of Fig. 1. All of the
disks are kept in steel pipes, and these pipes are
supported by brass structures. Outside of these
parts, steel, heavy concrete and ordinary concrete
shields are piled. Here, C1, C2, C3, C4, C5 and C6
in the figure indicate collimators 1–6, respectively.
The symbols TC and T! indicate the target center
and the edge point of the target, respectively. The
symbols P2, P3, PV and P6 indicate the edge
points of the entrance of C2, the exit of C3, the
vacuum window just after C3 and the middle of

C6, respectively. The symbols with an asterisk(*)
show the opposite sides with respect to the beam
axis.

" A-line is drawn as a line of the 2mrad cone from
the target center (TC). The inner surfaces of
collimators C2 and C3 are placed along this line
and define the core of the beam profile.

" B-line is a line connecting T! and P3. C5 and the
upstream-half of C6 are arranged along this
line. This line shows the penumbra due to the
finite size of the target. The aperture of C5 and
upstream-half of C6 have a clearance of 0.2mm
with respect to the B-line. Then, the particles
produced at the target do not hit C5 and C6
directly.
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Fig. 1. Schematic views of the neutral beam line. The top figure shows the arrangement of the beam-line components. The bottom
figure shows the collimation scheme. In the bottom figure, solid lines indicate A-line and E-line, a dashed line indicates B-line, a dotted
line indicates C-line and a dashed-and-dotted line indicates D-line.

H. Watanabe et al. / Nuclear Instruments and Methods in Physics Research A 545 (2005) 542–553544

• 粒子生成ターゲット
が”点”ではない
（水平方向）

• ターゲット直後で
collimateできない

• γ absorber (Pb)は
コリメータより前に
設置する。

10m
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Table 2: Parameters of the KL beamline for Step 1

Item J-Parc Step 1 KEK E391a
Primary proton energy 30 GeV 12 GeV

Proton intensity 2 ! 1014 2.5 ! 1012

Spill length / Beam repetition 0.7 s / 3.3 s 2 s / 4 s
Production Target Common T1 target Pt rod

(L=60 mm, 8-mm !)
Extraction angle 16! 4!

Solid angle 9 µsr 12.6 µsr
KL yield/spill (beam exit) 8.1 ! 106 3.3 ! 105

Average momentum of KL 2.1 GeV/c 2.6 GeV/c
Decay probability in 3 < z(m) < 5 3.6% 2.7%

Core Neutrons/spill
En >0.1 GeV 3.4 ! 108 2.0 ! 107

En > 1 GeV 6.9 ! 107 1.4 ! 107

Figure 11: Schematic view of KEK-PS K0 beam line for E391a.
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 測定器システム
• E391a 測定器を移設／改造

• CsI calorimeter

•読み出し: waveform digitization

• photon veto in the beam

K
0
L

γ

γ

3.2. DETECTOR ELEMENT 27

Figure 3.6: An overview of the electromagnetic calorimeter. It consists of 576 CsI crystals
and 24 Sandwich modules.
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Figure 3.7: Schematic drawing of CsI crystal and associated equipments.

CsI of E391a
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Calorimeter

• 7cm x 7cm x 30cm (16 r.l.)
CsI blocks for E391a  (576 ch)

• 2.5cm x 2.5cm x 50cm (27 r.l.) 
or 5cm x 5cm x 50cm
CsI blocks from KTeV  (2816 ch)

3.2. DETECTOR ELEMENT 27

Figure 3.6: An overview of the electromagnetic calorimeter. It consists of 576 CsI crystals
and 24 Sandwich modules.
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KTeV CsI による改善
• photon isolation

• x8 bkg reduction

• energy resolution  (punch through)

• suppress neutron background
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• To reduce CC02 events

• At E391a (Run-II)

– Nnhalo_cc02/Ncoren = 5.5X10-4

– ~100 events w/o vertex cuts.

• At the step-1

– Vertex cut : 3.7X10-5 

(4X10-2 @ Run-I 1-week)

– Softer momentum:0.13

– Ncoren (En>1.GeV) = 6.2X1014

– For NBG=0.1

• Nhalo_cco2/Ncoren = 3.4X10-4 

E391a(16X0)

E14(27X0)

Reconstructed vertex of !0

produced at fixed target (M.C.)
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K1.1 componentsの効果 
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K1.1 componentsの効果 
In order to understand how much the K1.1 components in the upstream

contribute to the K0
L and neutron fluxes and the background levels, we

performed the simulations with three di!erent configurations for
the K1.1 components (Table 2) .

KL line alone is the configuration without the K1.1 components. The
thickness of the flange for the vacuum chamber is changed from 20mm
to 0.2mm in order to minimize the amount of material in the beam.

modified K1.1 is the configuration with the K1.1 components, but with
enlarged beam holes for the K1.1 Q1, Q1, and D2 magnets. The
thickness of the flange and the K1.1 duct is also changed to 0.2mm.

original K1.1 uses the configuration in Table 1. This is the same configu-
ration used in the simulations for the report to FIFC [2].

The Cu collimator, as well as the KL ! absorber, are necessary items,
and kept in the same locations.

K1.1 D1 flange K1.1 Q1, Q2 K1.1 duct K1.1 D2
KL line alone out t=0.2mm out out out
modified K1.1 in t=0.2mm in t=0.2mm in
original K1.1 in t=20mm in t=5mm in

Table 2: Configurations of the K1.1 components for the simulations in this
document. ”in” and ”out” mean the simulations were performed with and
without the component, respectively. ”t=” means the thickness of the ma-
terial in the simulations.

As explained in Sec. 2.2, the ”KL line alone” configuration showed the
best performance as a neutral beamline. The background studies described
in Sec. 2.3 were performed with this configuration.

7

where in the upstream
 do halo neutrons come from ?
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7

With the ”modified K1.1” configuration, we get almost the same num-
ber of KL’s compared to that of the ”KL line alone” configuration. The
number of halo neutrons, however, becomes 1.6 times larger even with the
modifications.

The results from the three configurations are compared in Table 3.

Table 3: Number of the core neutrons, halo neutorns and KL’s per spill
(2 ! 1014 protons) at the three di!erent configurations.

Core neutron halo neutron KL

(En > 100MeV ) (R > 8cm at CsI Surface, (At the exit of
Pn > 2GeV/c) beam line)

KL line alone 3.21 ! 108 (0.72 ± 0.15) !104 (7.79 ± 0.11)!106

modified K1.1 3.15 ! 108 (1.17 ± 0.19) !104 (7.77 ± 0.11)!106

original K1.1 1.53 ! 108 (1.38 ± 0.20) !104 (4.56 ± 0.08)!106

we increase the inner radius of the most upstream magnet (K1.1-D1), the e!ect of the
downstream magnets becomes more significant. Thus in this study, we keep the inner
radius of the hole in K1.1-D1 as a default value (rin = 1.5cm) and enlarge the radii of the
holes in the downstream magnets to rin = 2.5cm.

9

“KL line alone” most preferable
KL  x1.7

halo neutron  x0.52 
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KL flux

2.6 Ambiguity in the Kaon flux

Table 9 summarizes the KL yields per incident proton on the target at E391a
expected from di!erent Monte Carlo (MC) packages of hadronic interactions
and the yield deduced from obtained (Run-II) data. In the case of the E391a
setup, there is good agreement between MC predictions and obtained data.

Table 9: The KL yields per incident proton on the target (POT) at E391a,
measured from data, and predicted by several di!erent MC packages. QGSP
and QBBC are the physics classes of hadronic interactions available in
GEANT4.

KL Yield per POT
Run-II data (1.36 ± 0.08)!10!7

GEANT3 (1.32 ± 0.03)!10!7

GEANT4(QGSP) (1.31 ± 0.11)!10!7

GEANT4(QBBC) (1.54 ± 0.12)!10!7

FLUKA (1.40 ± 0.02)!10!7

In the E14 beamline MC studies, the expected values of KL yield become
di!erent among the packages, as summarized in Table 10. In particular, the
FLUKA expects 3.6 times larger KL yield. We are studying the reason
for this discrepancy; the KL yields at a large extraction angle (16" at E14,
in contrast to the 4" at E391a) look di!erent among packages. Taking a
conservative approach, we use the KL yield obtained by GEANT4(QGSP)
as a default.

Table 10: Comparison of expected KL yields at E14 (per POT) by var-
ious MC packages. Note this study was performed with the ”original
K1.1”configuration.

KL Yield per POT
GEANT3 (3.8 ± 0.1)!10!8

GEANT4(QGSP) (2.3 ± 0.1)!10!8

GEANT4(QBBC) (2.7 ± 0.3)!10!8

FLUKA (8.3 ± 0.2)!10!8
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We are studying the reason 
for this discrepancy.

conservative
approach
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next to E14 
for the B.R. measurement

• Optimized beamline with 5deg angle for

• higher KL momentum <PK>=5.2GeV/c

• higher yield: 4.4E7/2µsr /3E14pot
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• E14 is taking off.　　　　　　　　

• E14 is the endeavor to investigate the flavor structure
beyond the Standard Model with 

• We have made great strides 
in the beamline and detector studies.

• The “KL beam alone” configuration 
shows the best performance.

• With the achievements in E14, 
we will proceed to 
the measurement of the rare decay. 

まとめ: 

KLビームライン整備拡充に向けて

KL → !0""

Conclusions

 G. Isidori –  Rare K decays within & beyond the SM         KEKTC6 – Feb 2007

Which is the scale of flavour symmetry breaking?
Are there new sources of flavour-symm. breaking beyond the Yukawa?

Short-distance dominated rare K decays are a key ingredient to answer 
these fundamental questions and, more in general, to explore the flavour 
structure of physics beyond the SM

LHC will “kill the penguins”
revealing the “anatomy of the internal constituents”

but this is not enough,

we also need to carefully study “penguin ethology” 
via dedicated rare-decay experiments

  dL dLW 

uL   
~

Z

tR
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uL   
~
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Backup slides
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2.3 Up-to-date background estimates

The main KL backgrounds are from KL ! !0!0, KL ! !+!−!0, and
KL ! !−e+"e decays. The halo neutrons also generate other backgrounds at
CC02 and CV through !0 production, which are called the CC02 background
and the CV background, respectively. The background due to # production
at CV by halo neutrons is separately categorized as the # background, as
explained in [4].

The numbers of signal and background events are evaluated under the
three beamline configurations: “KL line alone”, ”modified K1.1”, and ”orig-
inal K1.1” defined in Section. 2.1, using the KL and neutron fluxes shown in
Table. 3. The up-to-date numbers of signal and backgrounds in 3 Snowmass
years for the ”KL line alone” configuration are shown in Table. 4 3.

Table 4: The up-to-date number of signal and backgrounds (BG) in 3 Snow-
mass years for the ”KL line alone” configuration.

acceptance loss
standard cuts CsI cluster shape cut (50%)

Signal KL ! !0"" 6.0 ± 0.1 5.4 ± 0.1 2.70 ± 0.05
KL BG KL ! !0!0 3.7 ± 0.2 3.3 ± 0.2 1.7 ± 0.1

KL ! !+!−!0 0.18 ± 0.08 0.16 ± 0.07 0.08 ± 0.04
KL ! !−e+"e 0.13 ± 0.01 0.03 ± 0.003 0.02 ± 0.001

halo n BG CV — — 0.08
# 8.1 0.6 0.3

We expect 2.7 KL ! !0"" signal events with 2.2 backgrounds and S/N
to be 1.3 for the “KL line alone” configuration. The comparison with other
configurations is shown in Table. 5.

Table 5: E!ect of K1.1 materials.
Signal K BG halo n BG total BG S/N

KL line alone 2.70 ± 0.05 1.8 ± 0.1 0.35 2.2 1.3
modified K1.1 2.70 ± 0.05 1.8 ± 0.1 0.7 2.5 1.1
original K1.1 1.58 ± 0.03 1.05 ± 0.06 0.8 1.9 0.9

The subsequent subsections describe how the above background estima-

3The CC02 background becomes negligible due to the halo neutron reduction with the
design of the E14 beamline.
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2.3 Up-to-date background estimates

The main KL backgrounds are from KL → π0π0, KL → π+π!π0, and
KL → π!e+νe decays. The halo neutrons also generate other backgrounds at
CC02 and CV through π0 production, which are called the CC02 background
and the CV background, respectively. The background due to η production
at CV by halo neutrons is separately categorized as the η background, as
explained in [4].

The numbers of signal and background events are evaluated under the
three beamline configurations: “KL line alone”, ”modified K1.1”, and ”orig-
inal K1.1” defined in Section. 2.1, using the KL and neutron fluxes shown in
Table. 3. The up-to-date numbers of signal and backgrounds in 3 Snowmass
years for the ”KL line alone” configuration are shown in Table. 4 3.

Table 4: The up-to-date number of signal and backgrounds (BG) in 3 Snow-
mass years for the ”KL line alone” configuration.

acceptance loss
standard cuts CsI cluster shape cut (50%)

Signal KL → π0νν 6.0 ± 0.1 5.4 ± 0.1 2.70 ± 0.05
KL BG KL → π0π0 3.7 ± 0.2 3.3 ± 0.2 1.7 ± 0.1

KL → π+π!π0 0.18 ± 0.08 0.16 ± 0.07 0.08 ± 0.04
KL → π!e+νe 0.13 ± 0.01 0.03 ± 0.003 0.02 ± 0.001

halo n BG CV — — 0.08
η 8.1 0.6 0.3

We expect 2.7 KL → π0νν signal events with 2.2 backgrounds and S/N
to be 1.3 for the “KL line alone” configuration. The comparison with other
configurations is shown in Table. 5.

Table 5: E!ect of K1.1 materials.
Signal K BG halo n BG total BG S/N

KL line alone 2.70 ± 0.05 1.8 ± 0.1 0.35 2.2 1.3
modified K1.1 2.70 ± 0.05 1.8 ± 0.1 0.7 2.5 1.1
original K1.1 1.58 ± 0.03 1.05 ± 0.06 0.8 1.9 0.9

The subsequent subsections describe how the above background estima-

3The CC02 background becomes negligible due to the halo neutron reduction with the
design of the E14 beamline.
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up-to-date
Signal Sensitivity for E14 = first observation

“KL line alone”
3 Snowmass years
GEANT4(QGSP)  flux
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